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Notice to Contributors

The Journal of Biosocial Science publishes original papers, reviews, lectures, proceedings and
major book reviews dealing with social aspects of human biology, including reproduction and
its control, gerontology, ecology, genetics and applied psychology; with biological aspects of
the social sciences, including sociology, social anthropology, education and criminology; and
with biosocial aspects of demography. Preference will be given to material which is clearly
interdisciplinary.

Papers are considered for publication on the understanding that they have not been, and will
not be, published elsewhere in whole or in part, and that, where customary, they have been
approved for publication by the relevant Head of Department. The Editors are not responsible
for any loss of or damage to manuscripts or illustrations and their decision on all editorial matters
is final.

Manuscripts should be sent in duplicate to the Executive Editor, Journal of Biosocial Science,
69 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I. They should be clearly typewritten, on one side of the
paper only, with a 1J inch margin, and be double-spaced and in the English language. Spelling
should follow that of the Concise Oxford Dictionary.

Papers must be written clearly, simply and concisely. They should be checked very carefully
before being submitted. The author is responsible for the accuracy of quotations, tabular matter
and references. Authors submitting material previously written up for a higher degree should
note that theses or parts of theses are usually suitable for publication only after much re-arrange-
ment and severe pruning.

An original paper should not include an extensive review of the literature, but only sufficient
references to indicate the purpose and relevance of the investigation. Methods which have been
recorded previously should be described only briefly and in general terms, but the author's
modifications, if any, may be given in detail. Text, tables and figures must be internally consistent
and not repetitious. For instance, the text should not repeat in detail what is evident from the
tables or diagrams. Results must be described concisely and discussion limited to the significant
new findings.

The Editors reserve the right to make minor literary emendations in the final editing, but
manuscripts will not be altered substantially without consultation with the author or marked
unless the paper is thought provisionally to be acceptable.

Manuscripts should bear the title of the paper, name of the Institution where the work was
done and, as a footnote, the present postal address of the author if different from that of the
Institution. Titles should be brief, but informative, and should indicate the nature of the contents,
not their import. A short title, to serve as a running head and consisting of not more than 50
letters (including spaces), must also be given on the title page. A summary not exceeding 5 % of
the length of the paper should precede the text. Section headings may be of four orders which
in print will appear as: centre bold, centre italics, side raised italics and side inset italics; of these,
the first and third are normally sufficient. Acknowledgements should be made at the end of the
text in a separate section, so headed, and not placed in the body of the text. Footnotes should
be avoided except as indicated above.
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Diagrams should be in Indian ink on plain white paper, tracing paper, Bristol Board or faint
lined paper. They should be larger than the intended published size, but should not exceed 30 x 20
cm. Letters and numbers should be written lightly in pencil. Duplicates may be rough copies.
Diagrams must be numbered as Text-figures and should bear the author's name, short title of the
paper and figure number on the back. Descriptions of Text-figures should be typed on a separate
sheet.

Half-tone illustrations, requiring art paper plates, will be accepted in special circumstances.
They should either be arranged as Plates and mounted on stiff white board up to a maximum
size of 30 x 20 cm or be accompanied by a suggested lay-out of each plate.

Tables should be typed on separate sheets, be given Arabic numbers and be headed by adequate
captions. Their approximate position in the text should be indicated by a note in the margin.
They should not exceed in size the equivalent of one page of print. Weights and measurements
should be given in metric units, with standard abbreviations (/ig, mg, g, kg; ml, 1; mm, cm, m,
km, °C). Other abbreviations which should be used include%, < , >, hr, min, The 24-hr clock
should be used to indicate the time of day. Abbreviations as such, should not be followed by,
and initials need not be separated by, full points (e.g. FPA). Mean values should, where possible,
be accompanied by standard errors or similar statistical indications of variance.

References in the text should be given thus: Smith (1964) or (Smith, 1964), according to
context. When reference is made to a work by more than two authors, all names should be given
when cited for the first time but thereafter only the first name followed by et al., e.g. Brown
et al. (1962). If several papers by the same author(s) and of the same year are cited, a, b, c, etc.,
should be put after the year of publication, e.g. Jones (1952b) or Jones (1952a, b). All references
should be brought together at the end of the paper in alphabetical order of authors. References
to articles and papers should mention: (1) name(s) followed by the initials of the author(s);
(2) year of publication in parentheses; (3) title of the paper; (4) title of the journal abbreviated
according to the World List of Scientific Periodicals, 4th edn (1964) and its supplements, and as
also given in World Medical Periodicals; (5) volume; (6) number of the first page of the article.
Thus: LAUGHLIN, H.H. (1919) The relation of Eugenics to other sciences. Eugen. Rev. 11, 53.
References to books and monographs should include: (1) author(s) or editor(s); (2) year of
publication; (3) title; (4) edition if more than one; (5) publisher and place of publication.
Thus: PEARL, R. (1939) The Natural History of Population. Humphrey Milford, London. When
both authors and editors are involved, the form should be as follows: MEAD, M. & NEWTON, N.
(1967) Cultural patterning of perinatal behaviour. In: Child-bearing—its Social and Psychological
Aspects. Edited by S.A. Richardson & A.F. Guttmacher. Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore.

An unpublished paper should not be cited among the references unless it has specifically been
accepted for publication by a particular Journal, in which case the words (in press) should be
used in place of the volume and page number of the journal.

Non-conformity with the specifications given in this notice is likely to lead to delay in publication.

Proofs will be sent to contributors for minor corrections, and should be returned to the Editor
within one week. Special attention should be given to the checking of tables, mathematical
formulae and Text-figures. Major alterations to the text will be accepted only at the author's
expense. Overseas contributors are advised to arrange for a proof-reader in Great Britain.

Offprints. 25 offprints will be supplied free to the author, or, where there are two or more, to the
author responsible for ordering offprints. Additional copies up to the limit of 500 may be purchased
if ordered on the printed card sent out with the proofs.
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